CAPITAL AT RISK

FPD Recycling
Green Bond
The FPD Recycling Green Bond
(the Bond) is a straightforward
way to invest in an innovative
Irish cleantech business
delivering fully automated
recycling solutions to the
international e-waste recycling
sector that are affordable, safe,
environmentally friendly and
profitable.

8%

FIXED
RETURN
EACH YEAR

“ We cannot solve our problems

with the same thinking we used
when we created them.”

Albert Einstein

Warning: This is a Summary Sheet. Investors should also read
the Legal Pack and the Brochure where a full list of warnings
are provided.
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WHAT IS IT?
An investment in the Bond is effectively the granting
of a loan by each investor to a Special Purpose
Vehicle company (SPV): Peregrine Technologies
(Alpha) Limited (the company) to build an expected
10 new FPD PRO® machines (the actual number
of new machines built may be more or less than 10
depending on the amount of investor monies raised).
This SPV company has been set up for the purpose
of segregating the new FPD PRO® machines and the
recycling income generated by these machines from
the other activates of FPD Recycling®.
The Bond is in the form of Senior Secured Loan Notes.
The Bond is secured by putting in place a fixed and
floating charge on the assets and income of the
company. The security is held by an independent 3rd
party professional Security Trustee Company (City
Trust Trustees (Ireland) Limited) on behalf of the
Bond investors (see Section 7 below).
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The Bond is a true Impact
Investment promoting Sustainability
and the Circular Economy
WATCH VIDEO:

FPD Recycling Green Bond

WHY INVEST?

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENTS

The key reasons to invest in the
Bond can be summarised as follows:

Alternative Asset Classes are not necessarily
correlated with the financial markets or with traditional
asset classes like stock markets, bonds, cash etc. In
periods where traditional asset classes are volatile or
are falling, Alternative Asset Classes provide vital real
diversification as they do not necessarily move in the
same direction and therefore, have the potential to
preserve investor wealth as a result.

1. Simple investment in an innovative Irish cleantech
business to facilitate the building, installation and
commissioning of an expected 10 new FPD PRO®
machines while earning a Fixed Return of 8% each
year.
2. A true Impact Investment in a company that reduces
waste by enabling the recycling of flat panel display
screens more efficiently i.e. promoting Sustainability
and the Circular Economy.
3. Portfolio Diversification: An investment in a genuine
Alternative Asset Class.
4. The Bond is in the form of a Senior Secured
Loan Note. Investors have the first and only legal
charge over the company’s assets and income from
recycling activities.
5. The Bond’s security process benefits from oversight
by an Independent Security Trustee (City Trust
Trustees (Ireland) Limited).

Alternative investments are supplemental strategies
to traditional long-only positions in stocks, bonds, and
cash. Alternative investments include investments in
six main categories: hedge funds, private capital (as in
the case of this Bond), natural resources (commodities),
real estate, liquid alternatives (currencies and interest
rates) and infrastructure.

WATCH VIDEO:
Alternative Investments

ABOUT FPD RECYCLING®

FPD PRO®

FPD Recycling® is an Irish cleantech company
established in 2019 offering global proprietary urban
mining technology that facilitates the move away
from the traditional linear economic model, which is
based on a ‘take-make-consume-throw away’ model,
to a Sustainable Circular Economy where materials
are reused and remanufactured.

FPD Recycling® is transforming the way end of life FPDs
are processed by providing a solution that depollutes
Flat Panel Displays (FPDs) in a safe, legislative
compliant and profitable manner for the recycler.

FPD Recycling® delivers fully automated recycling
solutions to the e-waste recycling sector that are
affordable, safe, environmentally friendly and profitable.

The FPD PRO®, which is the flagship product from
FPD Recycling®, is a fully automated, robotic recycling
system that removes hazardous components from
TVs, monitors and laptops (FPDs), enabling safe
further processing and recovery of over 95% of the
materials contained in FPDs.

6.5 million metric tonnes of screens and monitors
are added to the ever-growing e-waste stream each
year. Traditional recycling activities (like shredding
and manual disassembly) are not keeping pace with
the global growth of e-waste, causing environmental,
social and economic issues.

The current process of manual disassembly which
many recyclers use has 3 major disadvantages:
1. It is expensive;
2. It is slow and dangerous; and
3. Workers are exposed to hazardous components
contained in FPDs.

FPD Recycling’s® vision is that every
used flat screen in the world becomes
a valuable commodity rather than a
hazardous waste.

Using manual disassembly, one operative can
disassemble approximately 4 to 6 televisions
in 1 hour. One operative using the FPD PRO®
can depollute 80 televisions in 1 hour and the
process takes place in an enclosed cell with a
sophisticated filtration system, preventing the exposure
of any members of the workforce to hazardous and/or
toxic materials such as mercury and liquid crystal.

The e-waste recycling industry is in urgent need of
an efficient, low cost and safe recycling process. With
this objective in mind FPD Recycling® has developed
fully automated, high through-put, robotic recycling
systems that are transforming recycling of flat
screens and laptops into a profitable business line.
FPD Recycling® is transforming the way end of life
screens are processed by providing a solution that
depollutes them in a safe, compliant and profitable
manner.

FPD Recycling® promotes the Circular
Economy by creating safe, sustainable
and flexible automation solutions for all
forms of difficult and hazardous e-waste.
FPD RECYCLING® STORY
FPD Recycling® was established in 2019 from the
need to provide recyclers with a safe, efficient and
profitable solution to deal with growing problem of
hard to recycle e-waste.
Today, FPD Recycling® is happy to see that thanks
to its technologies, perception of e-waste is changing
from environmental risk and disposal problem to a
valuable resource of secondary raw materials.
FPD Recycling’s® first goal was to develop an
automated process for recycling TVs, monitors and
laptops – and since it needed to be safe, efficient
and profitable, FPD Recycling® brought robotics and
Artificial Intelligence in to do the hard and dirty work.

Currently e-waste recyclers encounter problems
liberating valuable material from hazardous material
contained within FPDs. Most e-waste recyclers simply
opt to incur the cost of disposing of the full FPD
and lose out on the potential revenues that can be
derived for the sale of the valuable material contained
in FPDs, known as “fractions”. FPD PRO® is a stateof-the-art, environmentally sustainable machine that
depollutes the FPD allowing the recycler to liberate
clean high-quality fractions. The recovered material
can be sold on by the recycler allowing the material
to re-enter the value chain. This gives recyclers the
ability to create a very profitable business division
based around the recycling of FPDs. EU and US
legislation supports the model of local recycling and
the retention of strategic resources for re-use.

INCREASED RECYCLING

EXPECTED 10 NEW
FPD PRO® MACHINES
MOVE AWAY FROM CURRENT
“TAKE-MAKE-WASTE”
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KEY FEATURES

1

Simple investment in an innovative Irish
cleantech business to facilitate the building,
installation and commissioning of an
expected 10 new FPD PRO® machines.
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2

Fixed Return of 8% each year.

3

This is a Senior Secured Loan Note: Investors
have the first and only legal charge over the
company’s assets and income from recycling
activities.

Sustainabilty
and the Circular
Economy
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ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT

4

FPD Recycling® was founded by and is run
by an Experienced Management Team.

5

The Bond’s security process benefits from
Independent oversight by an Independent
Security Trustee.

6
7

This is a true Impact Investment in a company
that reduces waste by recycling flat panel
display screens more efficiently i.e. promoting
Sustainability and the Circular Economy.

Portfolio Diversification: An investment in a
genuine Alternative Asset Class.
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“ A society is defined
not only by what it 		
creates, but by what
it refuses to destroy.”
John C. Sawhill

FPD Recycling
Nexus Innovation Centre
Tierney Building, University of Limerick
V94 NYD3, Limerick, Ireland
www.fpdrecycling.com

www.dam.ie
087 6356908
niall.duggan@dam.ie

